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RESEARCH/TECHNOLOGY 2015

NORDIC HYSTERIA, 2014
Designers: Tapio Anttila, Lahti, Finland
Manufacturer: Nordic Hysteria, Lahti, Finland

GREEN PRODUCT DESIGN 2015

Waterkotte EcoTouch Ai1 Air, 2014
Designers: Andreas Kämmerer,
Manufacturer: Waterkotte GmbH., Frankfurt Main, Germany

Swiss Eco Tap the acqua saver, 2014
Designers: Luis Vidal + architects, Madrid, Spain
Manufacturer: Bagno Sasso Mobili AG., Landquart, Switzerland
GREEN TOYS TRAIN, 2014
Designers: Robert von Goeben, Vince Giudice and Brian Gulassa, Sausalito, California, USA
Manufacturer: Green Toys Inc., Sausalito, California, USA

CENTRAL PARK CONSERVANCY RECEPTACLES, 2014
Designers: Landor Associates NY., New York, New York, USA
Manufacturer: Landor Associates NY., New York, New York, USA

FIREFLY NEWBORN PHOTOTHERAPY, 2014
Designers: Design that Matters, Salem, Massachusetts, USA
Client: East Meets West Foundation (EMW), Oakland, California, USA and MTTS, Hanoi, Vietnam

CONTRACT WASHBASIN, 2014
Designers: Talocci Design, Rome, Italy
Manufacturer: Giovanna Talocci, Rome, Italy

MULTIPlicity, 2014
Designers: Yves Behar, fuseproject, San Francisco, California, USA and Landscape Forms, Kalamazoo, Michigan, USA
Manufacturer: Landscape Forms, Kalamazoo, Michigan, USA

DOW CORNING VACUUM INSULATED PANEL, 2014
Designers: Group 4, Avon, Connecticut, USA
Manufacturer: Dow Corning Corporation, Midland, Michigan, USA

CityCharge, 2014
Designers: Ignacio Ciocchini, New York, New York, USA
Client: Bryant Park Corporation, New York, New York, USA

MAGLIA, 2014
Designers: Ruckstuhl AG., Langenthal, Switzerland
Manufacturer: Ruckstuhl AG., Langenthal, Switzerland

BMW i3, 2014
Designers: BMW Group Design, Munich, Germany
Manufacturer: BMW AG., Munich, Germany

BMW i8, 2014
Designers: BMW Group Design, Munich, Germany
Manufacturer: BMW AG., Munich, Germany

BMW C evolution, 2014
Designers: BMW Group Design, Munich, Germany
Manufacturer: BMW AG., Munich, Germany

Salad On-the-Go, 2014
Designers: Tupperware Worldwide Product Development Team, Tupperware General Services N.V., Aalst, Belgium
Manufacturer: Tupperware General Services N.V., Aalst, Belgium

FusionMaster Mincer, 2014
Designers: Tupperware Worldwide Product Development Team, Tupperware General Services N.V., Aalst, Belgium
Manufacturer: Tupperware General Services N.V., Aalst, Belgium

VentSmart Range, 2014
Designers: Tupperware Worldwide Product Development Team, Tupperware General Services N.V., Aalst, Belgium
Manufacturer: Tupperware General Services N.V., Aalst, Belgium

XOREL® HIGH PERFORMANCE WOVEN POLYETHYLENE MULTI-USE INTERIOR TEXTILE, 2014
Designers: Heather Bush, New York, New York, USA
Manufacturer: Carnegie Fabrics, New York, New York, USA

WETMAR BIOE, 2014
Designers: WETSTYLE, Montreal, Quebec, Canada
Manufacturer: WETSTYLE, Montreal, Quebec, Canada
PARIS GATEAUX, 2013
Designers: May Weng, Jan Hsieh, cindymode, Taipei, Taiwan
Client: Taichung, Taiwan

Securitron EcoPower, 2014
Designers: David Corbin, Securitron Magnalock Corp., Phoenix, Arizona, USA
Manufacturer: Securitron Magnalock Corp. an ASSA ABLOY Group Company, Phoenix, Arizona, USA

(re)zip Seal Lunch 2 Pak 2014
Designers: BlueAvocado, Austin Texas, USA
Manufacturer: BlueAvocado, Austin Texas, USA

MDU (mobile dental unit), 2014
Designers: Montalba Architects, San Francisco, California, USA
Client: Dr. Sara Creighton, San Francisco, California, USA

CARBON BLACK LINE, 2014
Designers: Jan Mahieu, LIGHTperMETER bvba, Waregem, Belgium
Manufacturer: LIGHTperMETER bvba, Waregem, Belgium

LIGHT BLADES, 2013
Designer: Douglas Fanning, Douglas Fanning Design, Brooklyn, New York, USA
Manufacturer: Douglas Fanning Design, Brooklyn, New York, USA

Arak-Pack, 2014
Designer: Luis Antonio Valesini, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Manufacturer: Arak-Idea, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

ecowing ES01, 2014
Designer: Jaemoon Lee, KUMHOTIRE R&D Center, Kumho Tire Co., Inc., Giheung-gu, Yongin, South Korea
Manufacturer: Kumho Tire Co., Inc., Giheung-gu, Yongin, South Korea

WATTRUN VA31, 2014
Designer: Jaemoon Lee and Design Team, KUMHOTIRE R&D Center, Kumho Tire Co., Inc., Giheung-gu, Yongin, South Korea
Manufacturer: Kumho Tire Co., Inc., Giheung-gu, Yongin, South Korea

ecowing KH50, 2014
Designer: Jaemoon Lee, KUMHOTIRE R&D Center, Kumho Tire Co., Inc., Giheung-gu, Yongin, South Korea
Manufacturer: Kumho Tire Co., Inc., Giheung-gu, Yongin, South Korea

MODULAR MATES II, 2014
Designers: Tupperware Worldwide Product Development Team, Tupperware General Services N.V., Aalst, Belgium
Manufacturer: Tupperware General Services N.V., Aalst, Belgium

GROHE Power Box, 2014
Designer: GROHE AG., Duesseldorf, Germany
Manufacturer: GROHE AG., Duesseldorf, Germany

GROHE Euorsmart CE, 2014
Designer: GROHE AG., Duesseldorf, Germany
Manufacturer: GROHE AG., Duesseldorf, Germany

TOTO OVERHEAD SHOWER, 2014
Designers: TOTO LTD., Kitakyushu Hukuoka, Japan
Manufacturer: TOTO LTD., Kitakyushu Hukuoka, Japan

tado° INTELLIGENT CLIMATE CONTROL, 2014
Designers: Jens Pohl, tado° GmbH., Munich, Germany
Manufacturer: tado° GmbH., Munich, Germany

LEITZ ICON CARTRIDGES, 2014
Designers: Dan Harden, Whipsaw, Inc., San Jose, California, USA
Manufacturer: Leitz, Esselte Corporation, Scottsdale, Arizona, USA and Esselte IPR AB., Hestra, Sweden
YUBO SOFT LUNCHBOX, 2011
Designers: Dan Harden and Kyle Buzzard, Whipsaw, Inc., San Jose, California, USA
Manufacturer: Kinsco LLC., San Ramon, California, USA

PANOS infinity, 2014
Designers: Sottsass Associati, Milan, Italy
Manufacturer: Zumtobel Lighting GmbH., Dornbirn, Austria

CRAFT, 2014
Designers: Stephen Philips, Arup bv., London, United Kingdom
Manufacturer: Zumtobel Lighting GmbH., Dornbirn, Austria

SPACE, 2014
Designers: ANKER Gebr.Schoeller GmbH & Co KG., Dueren, Germany
Manufacturer: ANKER Gebr.Schoeller GmbH & Co KG., Dueren, Germany

Green Hunger, 2014
Designers: Kin Wai Michael SIU., Public Design Lab, School Of Design, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University
Client: Public Design Lab, School Of Design, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University

SUPERIOR PLUS, 2014
Designers: 3PART A/S., Aarhus, Denmark
Manufacturer: Gram Commercial A/S., Vojens, Denmark

JOURNAL CASEGOODS, 2014
Designers: Christopher Wright, figure3, Toronto, Ontario, Canada
Manufacturer: Teknion, Toronto, Ontario, Canada

LIVELLO COUNTERBALANCE HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE TABLE, 2014
Designers: Teknion In-house Design Team, Teknion, Toronto, Ontario, Canada
Manufacturer: Teknion, Toronto, Ontario, Canada

THESIS LEARNING AND LIBRARY TABLES, 2014
Designers: Martin Chenette, Olivier Langlois, Julien Meilleur and Maxime Naud, Teknion In-house Design Team, Teknion, Toronto, Ontario, Canada
Manufacturer: Teknion, Toronto, Ontario, Canada

VARIABLE MULTI-PURPOSE SEATING, 2014
Designers: Teknion In-house Design Team, Teknion, Toronto, Ontario, Canada
Manufacturer: Teknion, Toronto, Ontario, Canada

furniture system PLUS AIR, 2014
Designers: Nauris Kalinauskas, Vilnius, Lithuania
Manufacturer: Contra Design House Ltd., Vilnius, Lithuania

MY PERSONAL RECYCLER, 2014
Designers: Luisangelo Cozza, Udine, Italy
Manufacturer: Next to Nature - Mattiussi Ecologia SpA., Udine, Italy

kimidori 45° series, 2014
Designers: Daniel Becker, Berlin, Germany
Manufacturer: kimidori eG., Berlin, Germany

TROUGH 4819, 2014
Designers: Naomi Neilson Howard, Native Trails Design Team, Native Trails, San Luis Obispo, California, USA
Manufacturer: Native Trails, San Luis Obispo, California, USA

PURLINE ECO RESILIENT FLOORING PRODUCT, 2014
Designers: Mats Inc., Stoughton, Massachusetts, USA and windmoller flooring products GmbH., Augustdorf, Germany
Manufacturer: Mats Inc., Stoughton, Massachusetts, USA and windmoller flooring products GmbH., Augustdorf, Germany

TWEET, 2014
Designers: Lana+Savettiere, Torino, Italy
Manufacturer: Rubinetterie Ritmonio Srl., Varallo (VC), Italy
LOCKHEED MARTIN FORTIS EXOSKELETON, 2014
Designers: ROBRADY design, Sarasota, Florida, USA
Manufacturer: Lockheed Martin Corporation, Bethesda, Maryland, USA

ALAVA CHAIR, 2014
Designers: Nurus A.S., Levent, Istanbul, Turkey
Manufacturer: Brodbeck Design, Munich, Germany

EMBRACE CHAIR FAMILY, 2014
Designers: Brodbeck Design, Munich, Germany
Manufacturer: Brodbeck Design, Munich, Germany

MERLIN SOLAR TRACKER, 2014
Designers: ROBRADY design, Sarasota, Florida, USA
Manufacturer: Merlin Power Systems, Hampton Bays, New York, USA

MERLIN FUEL CELL, 2014
Designers: ROBRADY design, Sarasota, Florida, USA
Manufacturer: Merlin Power Systems, Hampton Bays, New York, USA

ENVIROFIT INSTITUTIONAL COOKSTOVE, 2014
Designers: ROBRADY design, Sarasota, Florida, USA
Manufacturer: Envirofit International, Fort Collins, Colorado, USA

BIG BINDER, 2014
Designers: BOxER Design&Strategy, Istanbul, Turkey
Manufacturer: TERSA Mobilya A.S., Ankara, Turkey

CORNER TABLE, 2014
Designers: BOxER Design&Strategy, Istanbul, Turkey
Manufacturer: TERSA Mobilya A.S., Ankara, Turkey

LECTERN, 2014
Designers: BOxER Design&Strategy, Istanbul, Turkey
Manufacturer: TERSA Mobilya A.S., Ankara, Turkey

STATION, 2014
Designers: BOxER Design&Strategy, Istanbul, Turkey
Manufacturer: TERSA Mobilya A.S., Ankara, Turkey

NuSpa, 2014
Designers: SimpleFormsDesign Studio, Valencia, Spain
Manufacturer: GRANORTE - Revestimentos de Cortiça, Lda., Rio Meão, Portugal

papillon, 2014
Designers: Katie Meyer-Brühl, brühl & sippold GmbH., Bad Steben, Germany
Manufacturer: brühl & sippold GmbH., Bad Steben, Germany

les copains, 2014
Designers: Katie Meyer-Brühl, brühl & sippold GmbH., Bad Steben, Germany
Manufacturer: brühl & sippold GmbH., Bad Steben, Germany

Liebherr SBS 19H1, 2014
Designers: Liebherr Hausgeräte Ochsenhausen GmbH., Ochsenhausen, Germany and Liebherr Refrigeration North America, Burlington, Ontario, Canada
Manufacturer: Liebherr Hausgeräte Ochsenhausen GmbH., Ochsenhausen, Germany and Liebherr Refrigeration North America, Burlington, Ontario, Canada

WISHBONE BIKE, RECYCLED EDITION, 2014
Designers: Wishbone Design Studio, Wellington, New Zealand
Manufacturer: Wishbone Design Studio, Wellington, New Zealand
GREEN URBAN PLANNING/LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE 2015

FAYETTEVILLE 2030: FOOD CITY SCENARIO, 2013
Fayetteville, Arkansas, USA
Architects: Stephen Luoni, Jeffrey Huber, Cory Amos, Meredith Hendricks, David Jimenez, Allison Thurmond Quinlan, and Linda Komlos, University of Arkansas Community Design Center (UACDC)
UACDC Students: Jonathan Elmore, Jacob Larison, Kimberly Murray, Ryne Pruitt, Richard Adam Stowe, Patrick Templeton, Leniqueca Welcome, Geronimo Debeza-Rodriquez, Jacob Drew Short, Timothy Patterson, Rachel Raben, Sarah Evans Jones, and Paul Mosley
Landscape Architects: Bassinet Turquin Paysage, Paris, France
Client: City of Fayetteville—Matthew Petty (Alderman and Community Organizer)
Welcome, Geronimo Debeza-Rodriquez, Jacob Drew Short, Timothy Patterson, Rachel Raben, Sarah Evans Jones, and Paul Mosley

ENGAGING A RIVER FLOOD PLAIN - LANDSCAPE DESIGN OF YANXIU PARK, 2012
Liaoyang, China
Architects: Jie Hue, Youfeng An, Lushan Lyu, David Clough, Furong Pan, Lihong Cai, Fan Zhang, Xiaoyi Teng, Han Fan, Yan'mingzi Zhu, and Shenliang Zhang, Beijing Tsinghuan Urban Planning & Design Institute
Client: Liaoyang Hedong New City Development Co. Ltd.
Maintenance Contractor: Liaoning Jianfa Construction Co. Ltd.
Supplier: Xutun Weisen Stone Material Plant, Shuiyuan Rare Stone Company, Huaya Nursery, Rongsheng Nursery, Beijing Fanglinrun Artificial Manufacture Co. Ltd.

GREEN RENOVATION, 2013
Hoàn Kiếm District, Hanoi, Vietnam
Architects: Vo Trong Nghia, Takashi Niwa, Tran Thi Hang, Ngo Thuy Duong, and An Viet Dung, Vo Trong Nghia Architects
Client: Withheld
Contractor: Wind and Water House JSC

TIANFU NEW DISTRICT MASTER PLAN, 2013
Chengdu, China
Architects: Adrian Smith + Gordon Gill Architecture

GREEN ARCHITECTURE 2015

BES PAVILION , 2013
Ha Tinh, Hà Tĩnh, Vietnam
Architects: Doan Thanh Ha, Tran Ngoc Phuong, and Chu Kim Thinh, H&P Architects, Hanoi, Vietnam
Client: BES Pavilion, Ha Tinh, Hà Tĩnh, Vietnam
Contractor: HPA Viet nam jsc
NEW HANS SACHS HOUSE, 2013
Gelsenkirchen, Germany
Client: Withheld
Photographer: Hans-Georg Esch

WILLY BRANDT PLATZ, 2013
Alter/Neuer Hafen, Bremerhaven, Germany
Architects: Latz + Partner, Kranzberg, Germany
Client: BEAN Bremerhavener Entwicklungsgesellschaft Alter/Neuer Hafen mbH & Co. KG., Bremerhaven, Germany
Construction Management: Latz Riehl Partner Landschaftsarchitekten, Kassel, Germany
Photographer:

ELEMENTARY TEACHERS’ FEDERATION OF ONTARIO, 2013
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
Architects: Bruce Kuwabara (design partner), Shirley Blumberg (partner-in-charge), Kael Opie (associate), Geoffrey Turnbull, Bruno Weber, David Constable, Zachary Hinchliffe, Christopher Piffner, Joseph Kan, Bryn Marler, Joy Charbonneau, Lynn Pilon, Carolyn Lee, Danielle Sucher, Bridget Freeman-Mars, and Lang Cheung, KPMB Architects
Client: Elementary Teachers’ Federation of Ontario
Project Manager: Turner & Townsend cm2r
Construction Manager: BIRD Construction
Structural Engineers: Blackwell Bowick Partnership Ltd.
Energy Consultant, Sustainability: CDML
Landscape Architects: NAK Design Group
Photographer: Jesse Jackson

EXPO 2017 Pavilion, 2014
Astana, Kazakhstan
Architects: HOK
Client: EXPO-2017 Astana
Engineering Team: ARUP
Engineering Team: RWDL

LUMINOUS MOON-GATE, 2012
Taichung City, Taiwan
Architects: Form4 Architecture
Client: Taichung City Cultural Center, Taichung City, Taiwan

LANSERHOF TEGERNSEE, 2014
Waakirchen, Germany
Architects: Christoph Ingenhoven, Thomas Höxtermann, Bibiana Zapf, Moritz Krogmann, Ursula Koeker, Barbara Bruder, Lorena Büdel, Silvia Kalisch, Dorothee Valenzano, Katharina Kulpa, Vanessa Garcia Carnicero, Lutz Büsing, Anette Büsing, Cornelia Piecek, Georg Vahlhaus, Darko Cvetuljski, Sara Bayan, Michael Deckert, ngenhoven architects
Client: Lanserhof Tegernsee
Project Management: MALOJER Baumanagement GmbH & Co.
Structural Engineering: Dr. Binnewies Ingenieurgesellschaft mbh
Facade Consultant: DS-Plan AG, Stuttgart
Ecologically Sustainability Design: DS-Plan and ingenhoven architects
Fire Protection: HHP Ingenieure für Brandschutz
Acoustic: Müller BBM GmbH
Electrical Services: Adenbeck GmbH
Lighting Artificial: Tropp Lighting Design
Landscape Architecture: ingenhoven architects and T17 Landschaftsarchitekten
Photographer H.G. Esch

PLANT NURSERY HOUSE, 2013
Soc Son District, Hanoi, Vietnam
Architects: Hoang Thuc Hao and Vu Xuan Son, 1+1>2 International Architecture JSC
Project Management: Action for the City ACCD
Collaborators: Mr. Nguyen Van Au and local farmers, Voluntary group of Department of Architecture, NUCE
J. CRAIG VENTER INSTITUTE, 2011
La Jolla, California, USA
Architects: ZGF Architects LLP.
Client: J. Craig Venter Institute
Contractor: McCarthy Building Companies
Construction Management: Sustainable SoCal, Inc.
M/E/P Engineers: Integral Group / IDeAs
Landscape Architects: Andropogon Associate with David Reed, Landscape Architects
Structural Engineers: KPFF Consulting Engineers
Photographer: Evan Hurd

NEIGHBORHOOD PLAYGROUND IN THANH TAM TAY HAMLET, 2013
Cam Thanh, Hoi An, Vietnam
Architects: Hoang Thuc Hao and Vu Xuan Son, 1+1>2 International Architecture JSC
Project Management: Action for the City ACCD (Vietnam) and Health Bridge (Canada)

ECO MODERN FLATS, 2011
Fayetteville, Arkansas, USA
Architects: Chris M. Baribeau, Austin Chatelain, Josh Siebert, Jason Wright, Chris M. Lankford, and David McElyea, Modus Studio
Client: Specialized Real Estate Group
Structural Engineer: MyersBeatty Engineers
Photographer: Timothy Hursley, Adaptive Creative

A HOUSE FOR ORCHARD, 2010
Singapore, Republic of Singapore
Architects: CHANG Architects
Client: Richard Wong and Clara Yue
Engineers: Er Lau Tung Ngu DPC Consulting Engineers
Landscape Architects: Zinco Singapore Pte. Ltd. and Greenscape Pte. Ltd.

SQUARE, INC. HEADQUARTERS - PHASE 1, 2013
San Francisco, California, USA
Architects: Peter Q. Bohlin, Gregory R. Mottola, Christopher Orsega, Michael Kross, Helene Gregoire; Shawn Wood, RA; Lena Shah; Ashley Hinton, Alex Gregor; Rosa Sheng, Christina Cho, and Nicholas Ruiz, Bohlin Cywinski Jackson
Client: Square Inc.
Structural Engineers: Tipping Mar
General Contractor: BCCI Construction
Construction Managers: Rockridge Group
Mep Engineers: CB Engineers
Photographer: Matthew Millman

FARMING KINDERGARTEN, 2013
Biên Hòa, Đồng Nai, Vietnam
Architects: Vo Trong Nghia, Takashi Niwa, Masaaki Iwamoto, Tran Thi Hang, and Kuniko Onishi, Vo Trong Nghia Architects
Client: Pou Chen Vietnam
Contractor: Wind and Water House JSC
Green Building Consultant: Melissa Merryweather
Cfd Analysis: Environment Simulation Inc.
Photographer: Gremsy, Hiroyuki Oki

HOUSE FOR TREES, 2013
Tan Binh District, Hồ Chí Minh City, Vietnam
Architects: Vo Trong Nghia, Masaaki Iwamoto, Kosuke Nishijima, and Nguyen Tat Dat, Vo Trong Nghia Architects
Contractor: Wind and Water House JSC
Photographer: Hiroyuki Oki

FACTORY OFFICE RENOVATION, 2013
Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
Architects: Vo Trong Nghia, Masaaki Iwamoto, Kuniko Onishi, and Nguyen Viet Hung, Vo Trong Nghia Architects
Contractor: Wind and Water House JSC
Photographer: Hiroyuki Oki
S-HOUSE 2, 2014
Tp. Tân An, Long An Province, Vietnam
Architects: Vo Trong Nghia, Masaaki Iwamoto, and Kosuke Nishijima, Vo Trong Nghia Architects
Contractor: Wind and Water House JSC
Photographer: Hiroyuki Oki

RESTAURANT - SON LA COMPLEX, 2014
Son La, Son La, Vietnam
Architects: Vo Trong Nghia, Vo Trong Nghia Architects
Associate Architect: Vu Van Hai
Contractor: Wind and Water House JSC
Contractor: Suoi Hen JSC
Photographer: Hiroyuki Oki

THE GREEK CAMPUS, 2014
Cairo, Egypt
Architects: Shosha Kamal, Yasmine Habib, Abdelaziz Othman, Shosha Kamal Designs, Cairo, Egypt

HEADQUARTERS ENERGIE STEIERMARK AG., 2013
Graz, Austria
Architects: Giselbrecht+Partner
Client: Energie Steiermark AG
Contractor: Buchacher GmbH
Contractor: SFL GmbH
Contractor: Kompacher GmbH
Consultants: Paul ott fotografiert
Consultants: Rosenfelder and Hofler Consulting
Landscape Architects: Buro ko a la
Photographer: Reinhard Vedder
Photographer: Croce E
Photographer: Paul ott fotografiert

TRUMP CADDE, 2014
Bereketzade Mh., Galata Tower, Beyoğlu/Istanbul, Turkey
Architects: Gokhan Avcioglu, Jonas Kirsch, Derya Arpaç, Tahsin Inanici, and Gökşen Güngör, GAD ARCHITECTURE
Client: Trump Cadde
Photographer: Alp Eren

DIVAN KURUCESME, 2015
Kuruçeşme / Istanbul / Tur, Turkey
Architects: Gokhan Avcioglu, Semih Acar, Nesime Önel, Aysu Aysoy, Eljilgen, GAD ARCHITECTURE
Client: Divan Kurucesme
Photographer: Alp Eren

MRTR ISTANBUL, 2014
Merter / Istanbul, Turkey
Architects: Gokhan Avcioglu, GAD ARCHITECTURE
Client: MRTR Istanbul

FKI TOWER, 2013
Seoul, South Korea
Architects: Adrian Smith + Gordon Gill Architecture
Client: The Federation of Korean Industries
Contractor: Hyundai Engineering & Construction
MEP Engineers: ESD (Environmental Systems Design, Inc.)
Local Architect/Architect of Record: Chang-Jo Architects
Structural Engineer: Thornton Tomasetti
Local Structural Engineer: Local Structural Engineer
Local Structural Engineers: SWA Group
BIPV: S-Energy, Korea
Photographer: Namgoong Sun
Dancing Dragons, 2013
Seoul, South Korea
Architects: Adrian Smith + Gordon Gill Architecture
Client: Yongsan International
Landscape Architects: Martha Schwartz Partners
Photographer: Namgoong Sun

KELLOGG SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT AT NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY, 2013
Evanston, Illinois, USA
Architects: Adrian Smith + Gordon Gill Architecture
Client: Kellogg School of Management at Northwestern University

LIVING BY THE SEA, 2011
Malibu, California, USA
Architects: Erla Dögg Ingjaldsdóttir and Tryggvi Thorsteinsson, Minarc

PEROT MUSEUM OF NATURE AND SCIENCE, 2012
Dallas, Texas, USA
Architects: Morphosis
Associate Architects: Good Fulton & Farrell
Director of Technology & BIM: Synthesis
Structural Engineers: Datum Engineers
Consulting Structural Engineers: John A. Martin Associates, Inc.
Mechanical Electrical Plumbing Engineers: Buro Happold
Civil Engineers: URS Corporation
Photographer: Iwan Baan

BLOOMING BAMBOO HOUSE, 2012
Vietnam
Architects: H&P Architects